POETRY PALS PROVERBS
Read with Them (RWT)
1.Today’s readers are tomorrow’s leaders. RWT
2.Insure your child’s success RWT
3.Give your child the world RWT
4.It’s not a sacrifice RWT
5.Parents who care are parents who share RWT
6.Give them a future RWT
7.Your kids are worth it. RWT
8.When I grow up I want to be... RWT
9.Wonder what your child is thinking? RWT
10.Eat. Sleep. READ. RWT
11.A parent’s bond.. RWT
12.They yearn to learn RWT
13.Turn off the TV... RWT
14.Share a lasting gift... RWT
15.Your children deserve it RWT
16.You owe it to your child RWT
17.They won’t be kids forever RWT
18.Their future depends on it. RWT
19.Make a difference RWT
20.Got Time? RWT
21.Make time. RWT
22.Have you taught your child today? RWT
23.To read is to learn RWT
24.Don’t wait til it’s too late-- RWT
25.Children have dreams too... RWT
26.Today’s action pays tomorrow’s dividends. RWT
27.Want your child to Listen--Tell them something worth hearing. RWT
28.Give today, reap forever. RWT
29.The most important attention your child can get...is yours RWT
30.To know your child is to teach your child RWT
31.Forever grateful RWT
32.Your time can make the difference RWT
33.Great expectations RWT
34.You are your child’s best teacher. RWT
35.Be your child’s hero RWT
36.Give your child a chance... RWT
37.Reading isn’t an option..it’s a necessity RWT
38.Your child’s future is your responsibility RWT
39.A child’s mind is fertile ground. RWT
40.You are what you read. RWT
41.A child’s need to read is a parent’s opportunity to teach. RWT
42.Kids who do well read early... RWT
43.Is your child ready for tomorrow .. RWT
44.A child’s ability to read=his ability to learn. RWT
45.To read or not to read? This is the question RWT
46.Visions of grandeur. RWT
47.Make a high yield investment. RWT
48.Be anywhere. Be anything. RWT
49.A child taught to read is a child taught to succeed. RWT
50.Break down the barriers. RWT
51.Our future is now. RWT
52.Experience your child’s world RWT
53.Teach them to read and teach them to lead. RWT

